
NOURISH &
CLEANSE

Why should you care about
the health of your cells? 





pre-requisite: 
be in good health



Physical Fasting

Caloric Restriction-CR-Restricting calories below 
BMR

Nutrient Supported Intermittent Fasting (NSIF) 
500 calories per day, 2 days per week with focus  

on nutrient intake

Time-restricted feeding (TRF)-no emphasis 
on caloric restriction, varies in timing 

protocols



(some) 
Benefits of Intermittent Fasting

+Hormone impact 
HGH 

Leptin & Ghrelin

weight loss

inflammation & 
free radical 

damage

cravings



The Research
"Challenges to your brain, whether

it's intermittent fasting [or] vigorous 
exercise...is cognitive challenges. When 

this happens neur0-circuits are  
activated, levels of neurotrophic factors 

increase, that 
promotes the growth of neurons [and] 

the formation & strengthening of 
synapses" 

Dr. Mark Mattson, Chief of the Laboratory of Neuroscience at the 
National Institute on Aging. He is also a professor of Neuroscience 

at Johns Hopkins University



The Research
The research shows that fasting 

"flips a regenerative switch"  
which promotes stem  

cells to create brand new white blood 
cells, essentially regenerating the 
entire immune system, ridding the  

system of damaged or old  
inefficient parts

Professor Valter Longo, Professor of Gerontology & the Biological 
Sciences at the University of California



NOURISH & CLEANSE 
VS. 

FASTING



NOURISH & CLEANSE 

emphasis on supporting the body's natural process 
of getting rid of toxins. The cleanse for life helps support 

the body in getting rid of the toxins stored 
in our fat tissue.  The isadelights have chocolate with a 

unique anti-oxidant profile produced at low temperatures 
unlike most chocolate in the world produced at high 

temperatures. 



Brain says...I'm hungry 

what your brain REALLY wants is more nutrients 
but most of us reach for low nutrition in those moments 

(fast food, crackers, fries, cookies) & then we're 
hungry shortly after  

You get what your body needs with green tea, anti-oxidants, b 
vitamins and amino acids..."drip" the snacks throughout the 

day (whey thins, isa-delights, snack wafers)



Adding SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES 
FASTING & PRAYING

separate from what I'm doing with my body 
now I'm being specific about what I am 

doing with my spirit 

I am intentionally surrendering a question or issue  
I'm wrestling with and expecting the LORD to reveal  

the answer in the wake of my fast for more of HIM and less of 
ME



Sometimes I cleanse but  
I don't fast.  

Sometimes I fast but  
I'm not cleansing

Cleanse but not fasting-physical only 

Fasting but not cleansing-I'm denying something 
but I'm not doing the Isagenix nourish & cleanse day



Putting it all together
This is all about options to support you

Aggressive 
option is the 9 

day

Lifestyle 
option is to  

cleanse 1 day  
a week

Slightly  
aggressive 

option is 
2 days a week 
2 weeks out  
of the month

adding prayer & 
fasting will supercharge each option



Next Steps
How do you know this is something to 

incorporate?

1. You're wrestling with what to do 

2. You're struggling with letting go 

3. You're inconsistent/procrastinate

4. You're allowing your emotional state 
to dictate your commitment

5. In a motivation slump & you wanna 
see a jump in weight loss or  

hit a plateau



Time for your 
questions


